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Abstract: Serious ice accretion will cause structural problems and ice flashover accidents, which result
in outdoor insulator string operating problems in winter conditions. Previous investigations have
revealed that the thicker and longer insulators are covered with ice, the icing degree becomes worse
and icing accident probability increases. Therefore, an image processing method was proposed to
extract the characteristics of the icicle length and Rg (ratio of the air gap length to the insulator length)
of ice-covered insulators for monitoring the operation of iced outdoor insulator strings. The tests were
conducted at the artificial climate room of CIGELE Laboratories recommended by IEEE Standard
1783/2009. The surface phenomena of the insulator during the ice accretion process were recorded by
using a high-speed video camera. In the view of the ice in the background of the picture of fuzzy
features and high image noise, a direct equalization algorithm is used to enhance the grayscale iced
image contrast. The median filtering method is conducted for reducing image noise and sharpening
the image edge. The maximum entropy threshold segmentation algorithm is put forward to extract
the insulators and its surface ice from the background. Then, the modified Canny operator edge
detection algorithm is selected to trace the boundaries of objects through the extraction of information
about attributes of the endpoints of edges. After we obtained the improved Canny edge detection
image for both of the ice-covered insulators and non-iced insulators, the icing thickness can be
obtained by calculating the difference between the edge of the non-iced insulators image and the
edge of the iced insulator image. Besides, in order to identify the icing degree of the insulators more
accurately, this paper determines the location of icicles by using the region growth method. After that,
the icicle length and Rg can be obtained to monitor the icing degree of the insulator. It will be helpful
to improve the ability to judge the accident risk of insulators in power systems.

Keywords: ice-covered insulator; characteristics extraction; image processing method; median
filtering method; entropy threshold segmentation; modified Canny operator; region growth method;
icing degree

1. Introduction

Ice accumulation on insulator strings has been recognized as a serious threat for power systems
operating in many atmospheric icing regions [1–5]. These hazards can be mainly divided into two
categories: one is serious ice accretion, which will cause structural problems, for instance, wire
breakage, tower collapse, etc., and the other is insulation problems, for instance, the icicle will change
the distribution of insulators electric field significantly, which reduces its insulation performance
and can lead to an ice flashover accident easily. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the ability for
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monitoring the operation of iced outdoor insulator strings for preventing structural accidents and
icing flashover.

Over the past decades, many investigations have researched monitoring methods to reduce icing
accidents [6–16]. In these investigations, the characteristics of iced insulators surface phenomena were
extracted by image processing method for monitoring.

Liu et al. studied the performance of insulators under icing conditions, recorded the test process
with a high-speed camera and analyzed the flashover characteristics of iced insulators and the
growth characteristics of ice pillars based on image processing technology [17,18]. According to the
characteristic value of a flashover image, the flashover process is divided into different stages, and the
quantitative analysis method of flashover risk value of iced insulators is proposed. At the same time,
the growth characteristics of ice pillars at different edges and the variation characteristics of surface
discharge are calculated and analyzed. The research results can be used to evaluate the main hazards
of iced outdoor insulators and improve the safety of iced suspension insulators. Hao et al. used the
image processing method to study the natural icing of glass insulator strings in service. Based on
the grab segmentation method, by identifying the convex defects of Icelandic contour, the algorithm
of graphical shed spacing and graphical shed overhanging is proposed [19,20]. This method can
identify the most serious icing situation when the insulator cover is completely bridged. The bridge
position can also be detected, including the left, right, or both sides of the insulator string in the image.
Yang et al. proposed a method for identifying the ice coating type of an in-service glass insulator
based on the texture feature description operator [21]. A uniform local binary model (ULBP) and an
improved uniform local binary model (IULBP) are used to extract the texture features of ice cover
types. The experimental results show that, due to the different texture features of each kind of ice,
IULBP has a good recognition effect on six kinds of ice. Zhu et al. proposed an image recognition
algorithm for monitoring the icicle length and insulator ice bridging condition. The saliency analysis
algorithm is applied to the extract region of the insulator ice layer and the length of the insulator
icicle was calculated by the Fourier transform of the pixel distribution curve [22]. Pernebayeva et al.
studied a Gabor filtering algorithm for extracting a set of Gabor phase congruency features from
insulator images for the presence or absence of snow, ice, and water droplets by utilizing the minimum
distance nearest neighbor classifier [23]. Vita, V. et al. constructed different neural network models
for insulator contamination identification using different structures, learning algorithms, and transfer
functions. All the models are compared and analyzed, the best model is found, and the calculation
results match the experimental results [24]. Chen et al. applied digital image processing technologies
such as gray level transformation, image sharpening, image segmentation, and edge detection to the
research of structural images, and effectively extracted the effective information in the image [25].
Gilboa, G. et al. use the free Schrodinger equation and extended the linear and nonlinear scale space
generated by the intrinsic real value diffusion equation to the complex diffusion process, thus obtaining
two examples of nonlinear complex processes which play an important role in image processing:
One is the regularized impact filter for image enhancement, the other is the denoising process keeping
slope [26]. From comparative analysis of the research on other aspects, few investigations have been
conducted on monitoring and diagnostic of insulator strings in extreme weather environments, which
need further research to decrease icing accidents.

Therefore, in this paper, for improving the ability to judge the icing degree risk of outdoor
insulators and reduce icing accidents caused by ice-covered insulators, the features of insulator surface
performance was extracted by an image processing method in order to monitor icicle length and the
ice bridging state of iced outdoor insulator strings. The tests were conducted at CIGELE Laboratories.
The test specimen was the five units’ suspension ceramic insulators, which were artificially accreted
with wet-grown ice in the cold-climate room of CIGELE. The procedure of ice accumulation was
recommended by IEEE Standard 1783/2009. The surface phenomena of the insulators during the icing
accretion were recorded by a high-speed video camera with a rate of six thousand frames per second.
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2. Test Setup and Procedures

The test specimen is the five units’ suspension ceramic insulators. The picture and parameters are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Configuration, dimensions, and parameters of each unit of the test specimen.

Main Dimension and Parameters Configuration

Diameter = 254 mm

Height = 146 mm

Leakage distance = 305 mm

Number of units = 5 units

Arcing distance for 5 units = 809 mm
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Figure 1. Artificial cold-climate room. 

The surfaces of the insulator sheds were cleaned by deionized water before the ice accretion. The 
insulators needed under the setting ambient temperature last about sixteen hours to give all the 
experimental setup enough time to reach the same temperature as that of the test environment. The 
AC voltage of 75 kVrms (15 kVrms per unit) was energized on insulators during ice accretion for 
simulating the operating environment. Meanwhile, the water supply system started to spray freezing 
droplets on the insulators’ surface. The water conductivity was set at 30 µS/cm by mixing deionized 
water and sodium chloride. The wind speed was fixed at 3.3 m/s to blow on the windward side of 
insulators in the ice accumulation period. When ice accumulation duration reached 90 min, the 
applied voltage and spray device were turned off immediately and the icing process is stopped. The 
ice accretion process on insulators was photographed during the whole experiment [28,29]. 

3. Image Processing of Ice-Covered Insulator 

The iced insulator image of recording was influenced by various factors, such as the glazed icing, 
which is a smooth and transparent structure with unobvious transverse volume change. It is difficult 

The tests were conducted in an artificial climate room with a length of 4.8 m, a width of 2.8 m,
and a height of 3.5 m of CIGELE Laboratories, as shown in Figure 1 [27]. By using the proportional
integral and differential system, the freezing devices can make the ambient temperature drop to −12 ◦C
after the test setup was fixed. The spray device mainly consists of a water supplying system and
wind blowing equipment. Ice was formed from super-cooled droplets produced by the former system
through 4 oscillating nozzles. The latter system produced a relatively uniform airflow by using a
series of fans with a diffusing honeycomb panel. The test power source was supplied by an AC test
transformer with a rated capacity of 240 kV·A.
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Figure 1. Artificial cold-climate room.

The surfaces of the insulator sheds were cleaned by deionized water before the ice accretion.
The insulators needed under the setting ambient temperature last about sixteen hours to give all the
experimental setup enough time to reach the same temperature as that of the test environment. The AC
voltage of 75 kVrms (15 kVrms per unit) was energized on insulators during ice accretion for simulating
the operating environment. Meanwhile, the water supply system started to spray freezing droplets on
the insulators’ surface. The water conductivity was set at 30 µS/cm by mixing deionized water and
sodium chloride. The wind speed was fixed at 3.3 m/s to blow on the windward side of insulators in
the ice accumulation period. When ice accumulation duration reached 90 min, the applied voltage and
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spray device were turned off immediately and the icing process is stopped. The ice accretion process
on insulators was photographed during the whole experiment [28,29].

3. Image Processing of Ice-Covered Insulator

The iced insulator image of recording was influenced by various factors, such as the glazed icing,
which is a smooth and transparent structure with unobvious transverse volume change. It is difficult to
identify the overall state of iced insulators; and therefore, low quality images were attained. Therefore,
in order to improve the image quality, an image processing method is proposed for recognizing the
insulators’ bridged state and extracting the characteristic values for the warning of icing accidents.

3.1. Enhancement of Image

(1) Image grayscale

Each pixel point of an iced insulator image is essentially composed of components in three
directions of RGB (red, green, and blue). The grayscale is to convert the three-component value of
RGB into a single gray value, so that the calculation of the subsequent image processing would be
simplified. The calculation is shown in Equation (1). The result is shown in Figure 2.

M = 0.3R + 0.59G + 0.11B (1)

here, M, R, G, and B are the values of the pixel, respectively representing gray value, red value, green
value, and blue value. The coefficients in the formula are derived from the sensitivity of human eyes
to color.
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(2) Gray Stretch

The image of the iced insulator has the characteristics of fuzziness and noise in the image
background. The direct equalization method was selected to make a gray value of the image uniform
distribution for enhancing contrast and highlighting the iced insulator image details. The result is
shown in Figure 3.
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(3) Image denoise

In fact, after the direct equalization processing, the noise interference is still present in the iced
insulator image. To remove the small bright spot and improve the definition of image, the median
filtering algorithm method was chosen to diminish the gap of the image. The iced insulator image
edge can be sharpened, and the obvious background noise can be decreased through enhancing the
filtering effect. The result is shown in Figure 4.
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3.2. Image Segmentation

(1) Maximum entropy threshold segmentation

The key of image processing is image segmentation, which is to segment an image into meaningful
regions by extracting some target area of image characteristics, and then obtain the binarization
image [16,17]. The maximum entropy threshold segmentation algorithm was proposed for acquiring
excellent efficacy of segmentation and the characteristics of recorded images during the ice regime.
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This method is essentially using the images’ regional features to segment images based on the similarity
between the pixels. The higher entropy value of the segmentation image can indicate the more
information it contains, and it is beneficial to the effect of division [18]. The calculation formula of
entropy is

H(S) = −P1 ln P1 − P0 ln P0 (2)

where H(s) is the statistical value of the amount of information that the binarization image contained
after segmentation. P1 and P0 represent the probability that the output value of the segmentation
image is one and zero, respectively.

According to the effective segment, the gray value of the image is compressed and transformed
into 0 or 255 pixel values. Then, the approximate edge contours are obtained and the process of
binarization is completed. The image processing result is shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that
the maximum entropy threshold segmentation method can extract the object points of the image and
remove the redundant information. Therefore, the proposed algorithm ensures the segmentation more
efficient and segments insulator images with intensity inhomogeneity correctly.
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(2) Edge detection

Figure 5 shows that there is still background noise in the image and the objectives and background
of the segmentation image have low contrast. Thus, the modified Canny operator edge detection
algorithm is selected to trace boundaries of objects through extraction of information about attributes of
endpoints of edges, in particular orientation and neighborhood relationships [19,20]. In the algorithm,
the image is smoothed by Gaussian filter which is used to determine the adjustable parameters based
on the characteristics of the image. Most of the background is divided according to the information
of the image edge for reducing imprecise background and objective. Then, the image edge can be
detected by using Canny operator. The image processing result is shown in Figure 6.
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The modified Canny algorithm is used to calculate the amplitude of the gradient through the
directional derivatives for pixels of the image G(i,j) in the selected neighborhood. Equations (3)–(9) are
as follows:

The calculation of the X directional derivative:

Gx(i, j) = F(i + 1, j) − F(i− 1, j) (3)

The calculation of the Y directional derivative:

Gy(i, j) = F(i, j + 1) − F(i, j− 1) (4)

The calculation of the 45◦ directional derivative:

G45(i, j) = F(i + 1, j + 1) − F(i− 1, j− 1) (5)

The calculation of the 135◦ directional derivative:

G135(i, j) = F(i− 1, j + 1) − F(i + 1, j− 1) (6)

The calculation of the first partial derivatives:

Ex = Gx(i, j) +
G45(i, j) + G135(i, j)

2
(7)

Ey = Gy(i, j) +
G45(i, j) −G135(i, j)

2
(8)

The calculation of the gradient magnitude:

A(i, j) =
√

Ex
2 + Ex

2 (9)

(3) Region growth method

After obtaining the improved Canny edge detection images, the icing thickness can be obtained
by calculating the difference between the edge of the non-iced insulator image and the edge of the iced
insulator image. Besides, in order to obtain the icicles and air gap parts of the ice-covered insulators’
image for identifying the icing degree of the insulators more accurately, this paper determines the
location of icicles by using the regional growth method, the schematic diagram as shown in Figure 7.
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Regional growth corresponds to the process of development of a set of pixels and regions extend
to a larger area. Each pixel of the edge of the non-ice shed parts of ice-covered insulators is set as the
seed pixel, which is used as the starting point of growth. By inspecting the pixel value of all direction
point of neighborhoods, when the pixel value of neighborhood point is the same as the pixel value
of seed point, this point is defined as a new seed point. The neighborhood point will be searched
continuously until it cannot satisfy the above condition. Due to the fact that the direction of the edge
region of the iced insulators image is downward, the point of the top directional can be eliminated.
After the process of regional growth method, it can be considered that the selected points are the tip of
icicle, and then it separates the tip of icicle part and the air gaps according to the location point of the
tip of icicle.

The distance between the tip of icicle and the edge of insulator is considered the air gap length.
However, the pixel value of the air gap length obtained by the Canny edge detection image method
needs to be transformed in millimeters for further accurate calculation. However, the air gap length
cannot be used as the only parameter to indicate the icing degree of insulators because of it is impacted
by the different insulator models and angles of camera recording. Thus, the icing degree is indicated
by the Rg (the ratio of the air gap length to the insulator length) for avoiding the influence of these
factors. Then, we can establish the relationship between the icing degree and the Rg.

4. Analyze the Results of Characteristic Extraction

The results of ice thickness, icicle length, and Rg are as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The results of ice thickness, icicle length, and Rg.

Image of Ice-Covered
Insulators
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surface of insulator sheds under the experimental condition. The ice thickness shows the nonlinear
increasing tendency on the sheds of insulators during the process of ice accumulation. From 0 min
to 20 min, the ice thickness increased slowly, only 7 mm. While from 30 min to 50 min, ice thickness
increased 64 mm, the increment is about 9 times higher than the former, which indicates that the ice
layer grew rapidly and the insulators’ icing degree became more serious during this period.

The variation of icicle length and Rg during ice accretion regime is shown in Figure 8.
The super-cooled droplet formed ice, and simultaneously, the test voltage produced joule heat
which can cause the melting and dripping of accreted ice. Hence, the ice accreted on the insulators
is a dynamically varying phenomenon. However, each shed of the ice-covered insulators shows an
obvious decreasing tendency of the variation of icicle length and Rg because of the serious degree of
icing effect. Note that the icicle length of the second unit of insulators slightly decreases and Rg slightly
increases between 20 min and 30 min. In this period, leakage current generated by heat energy can
cause the melting of icicles and can even make some of them fall down to the ground. Although the
electric field distortion of the insulator surface will increase further and the thermal effect of the arc
discharge will have a negative influence on the ice accumulation, the freezing influence of precipitated
droplets dominates the shed surface so the ice layer can maintain growth and the icicle length can
keep increasing and Rg still can decrease at this time. Therefore, the variations of icicle length and Rg
correspond well to the ice accretion process, which can be used to judge the risk of the icing degree.Energies 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 12 
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In addition, from the HV (high voltage) electrode to the ground side, the shed separation between
cap-and-pin insulators is significantly reduced by the increasing of icicles. Because the super-cooled
droplet was subjected to the effect of gravity, the ice bridging condition of the bottom side of the
insulator string units are heavy. At 30 min, the average ice thickness just reaches 24 mm, the value
of the Rg between the second unit and the fifth unit of the ice-covered insulators is more than 40%,
the first unit of ice-covered insulators Rg is 0%, which indicates the icing degree from the first unit to
HV electrode is extremely serious. At 50 min, the first unit and the third unit are fully bridged. While
the fourth and fifth units are without complete bridging, the value of Rg is 37.8 and 45.7% respectively.
Meanwhile, the partial arcs constantly burn at the air gaps, which inhibits the growth of the icicles.
Finally, the ice growth rate and the melting rate will reach a balance state that causes these units to be
unable to be bridged completely. By analyzing the icing degree of every unit of the insulator string,
we can evaluate the hazards of ice-covered insulators accurately.

In this way, through the independent analysis of the icing degree of different insulator sheds,
the icing degree of insulators can be evaluated more accurately, which avoids the simple generalization
of icing conditions of different types of insulators under the same environmental conditions, enhances
the detailed judgment of the icing degree of insulators, and reduces the estimation error of the
icing degree.

Because most of the transmission lines are exposed in the field, the monitoring equipment
also needs to be exposed in the field for a long time, which will inevitably be affected by severe
weather such as strong wind, high temperature, and rainstorms. There are still a series of problems in
security protection, energy consumption, wireless communication, data encryption, and video image
compression. In short, there will be some obstacles to the implementation of the method in this paper,
but this is mainly a technical problem. With the development of science and technology, these obstacles
will be solved one by one. At the same time, when dealing with different background noise, we can
improve the denoising method. We can judge the type of noise by intelligent algorithms and select
the corresponding denoising method automatically. The practical application of this method needs
further research.

5. Conclusions

The image processing technology is used to process the icing image of the insulator, extract the
characteristics of the icing degree of the iced insulator, and analyze the icing characteristics of the
insulator. The proposed method will be helpful to the monitoring of the icing degree of the iced
insulator. The main conclusions are as follows

(1) Aiming at the problems of fuzzy background and noise interference of the iced insulator image,
the direct equalization method, and median filter method are proposed to preprocess the image.
The method can effectively reduce the noise and enhance the contrast of the image, which is of
great significance for further processing the image of the iced insulator.

(2) The maximum entropy threshold segmentation algorithm is used to extract the insulator and
its surface ice from the image, and the key information is accurately screened out from the
image. An improved Canny operator edge detection algorithm is used to track the edge of the
non-icing insulator image and calculate the icing thickness of icing insulator image edge, which
can accurately detect the insulator edge smoothly.

(3) A regional growing method is proposed to determine the location of icicles, so as to obtain the ice
column and air gap in the image of the iced insulator, and then extract the icicle length and RG as
the indication value to evaluate the ice bridge state of the insulator string. The analysis results
show that once the total length of ice pole exceeds 402 mm and the RG value is lower than 44.9%,
the higher the accident probability of iced insulator.
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